INTRODUCTION

Comm-Works, your partner for life. As a single source provider of technology integration and project management services, we have the ability to meet your most complex technology needs. We value good judgment and have an enduring commitment to incorporate business ethics, corporate responsibility, and global sustainability throughout each of our projects.

Our mission is to be the most trusted provider of outsourced technology deployment, infrastructure, and support services to organizations worldwide. Acting as an extension of your business, our success is measured by how well we serve you.
WE THRIVE ON YOUR SUCCESS
YOUR WIRELESS NETWORK

The Internet connects billions of individuals around the world, giving them unlimited access to information. Today, accessibility is more important than ever and to be continuously connected is the new expectation.

The adaptation of mobile technology has opened up new opportunities to increase revenue and improve security, making a wireless infrastructure a necessity for business performance.

CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS
Keep your network secure with a customized solution from Comm-Works. By assessing your needs, intended application, and environment, we act as consultants to identify, install, and manage a solution that is perfect for your company.
MOBILE & SCALABLE

Optimize your productivity and improve customer experience with the flexibility of a wireless system. Our customizable wireless solutions permit intra-office mobility, giving employees the ability to work from anywhere.

A wireless LAN also provides the ability to implement mobile point of sale (PoS) systems which free up floor space, reduce wait times, and provide customers with paperless receipts via email.

Comm-Works’ wireless solutions can be scaled to provide service to all of your locations. Utilize our rapid deployment and installation capabilities to keep your company connected.
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

Wireless solutions provide analytics from mobile devices offering valuable insights into the habits and movements of your users. By leveraging the information from these devices, companies have the ability to make educated decisions about their environment. These choices will have a positive impact across various departments, resulting in higher revenues, increased employee productivity, and better customer engagement levels.

Utilize loyalty programs and social media interaction to track customer activity. The valuable customer data you gain from these programs provide opportunity for targeting and personalization.
Wireless is being integrated within all facets of company activity, improving efficiencies and enhancing the customer experience. Services such as BYOD, mobile PoS, in-store kiosks, and guest Wi-Fi modify the ways in which companies become vulnerable to malicious activity and leakage of sensitive data.

Our Wireless Intrusion Prevention System, WIPS, detects rogue devices on your network, ensuring that customer data and priority business information is protected.

Centrally manage your locations and devices through a single dashboard and let Comm-Works onboard WLAN devices effortlessly. Our wireless solutions give you peace of mind knowing your wireless network is secure.
WIRELESS AS A SERVICE

Run your business not your network. Comm-Works’ Wireless as a Service gives assurance by providing high performing, compliant, secure, scalable, and a managed wireless LAN across the entire business.

CORPORATE ACCESS
This solution provides WLAN connection to current employees and allows for the use of supplied WLAN client devices or employee WLAN client devices. This approach is best for clients using laptops, tablets and small smart devices in your network.

GUEST ACCESS
Provide a WLAN network for your guests. The focus of Comm-Works’ guest access is on BYOD WLAN clients, such as tablets, and small smart devices.

HYBRID ACCESS
Our hybrid solution allows a segmented WLAN providing connection to corporate users, as well as guest users while still maintaining a secure and segmented WLAN.
HELP DESK
Our North American based help desk service operates 24/7/365 with an 80% average resolution rate on the first call. We handle end users so your staff can focus on high-level projects.

MONITORING
Improve your IT systems with a customized remote monitoring solution that best supports your business needs. Our proactive approach ensures potential device and network issues are identified and resolved before they can affect your performance.

MANAGEMENT
Comm-Works offers full management of your remote sites to ensure your IT network is always healthy and secure. From configurations to troubleshooting, Comm-Works is your trusted IT partner.
COMM-WORKS WIRELESS ADVANTAGE

Over the years, Comm-Works has built relationships with many wireless industry leaders, allowing us to provide best in class Wi-Fi support to our customers.

We employ in-house experts that specialize in wireless technology, deployment, and management in order to supply a complete and reliable wireless solution. Experience the advantage of using Comm-Works as your wireless provider.
LOCATIONS + COVERAGE

HEADQUARTERS
1405 Xenium Lane N., Suite 120
Minneapolis, MN 55441
Toll-free: 800.853.8090
Local: 763.258.5800
Fax: 763.475.6656

INDIANAPOLIS
1007 Third Ave. SW
Carmel, IN 46032
Toll-free: 800.876.0922
Local: 317.816.6900
Fax: 317.816.6915

WASHINGTON D.C.
3810 Concorde Parkway, Suite 500
Chantilly, VA 20151
Toll-free: 800.394.4444
Local: 703.550.0200
Fax: 703.550.7663